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Abstract—The impact of transformer networks is booming,
yet, they come with significant computational complexity. It is
therefore essential to understand how to optimally map and
execute these networks on modern neural processor hardware. So
far, literature on transformer scheduling optimization has been
focusing on deployment on GPU and specific ASICs. This work
enables extensive hardware/mapping exploration by extending
the DSE framework Stream towards support for transformers
across a wide variety of hardware architectures and different
execution schedules. After validation, we explore the optimal
schedule for transformer layers/attention heads and investigate
whether layer fusion is beneficial to improve latency, energy
or memory requirements. Our study shows that the memory
requirements for active feature data can be drastically reduced,
by adapting the execution schedule based on the size of the input
of the attention head.

Index Terms—CNN, transformer networks, cross-layer,
scheduling, hardware modeling and optimization

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, machine learning algorithms are gaining more
and more importance in a broad range of daily-life applications
in fields like natural language and image processing. Over the
past years, transformer networks have been introduced [1],
with a fast growing set of applications [2]. These networks
use the mechanism of self-attention, giving a data-dependent
weight to each element of the network input data.

These algorithms, however, lead to new challenges in terms
of efficient hardware mapping, as transformer networks con-
tain layer types and sequences not present in traditional neural
networks. Many practical implementations of transformer-
optimized processors have been proposed [4][5][6]. Yet, they
are ad hoc designs, often focusing on a specific network.
Alternative studies explore the optimal execution schedule,
assessing the potential benefits of layer fusion of specific
transformer layers [7][8], yet do so for specific hardware
architectures and networks. The work of [9] performs a
broader analysis, but limits the transformer scheduling space
to layer-by-layer execution only. The goal of this paper is,
therefore, to approach the design and scheduling exploration
more methodologically, by creating an analytical model to
optimize the mapping efficiency of transformer networks on a
wide variety of neural processing hardware architectures. The
framework should not only support layer-by-layer schedules,
but also the emerging scheduling technique of deep layer-fused
execution [3].

For traditional CNNs, execution efficiency has been ana-
lyzed and optimized by making use of analytical frameworks

Fig. 1: Operators of a transformer network, highlighting one
attention head containing 5 matrix-matrix multiplications (3x
features×weights, 2x features×features), a transpose and a softmax
layer. Stream [3] is extended with these additional layer types.

such as Timeloop [10], ZigZag [11], Kwon et al. [12]. De-
FiNES [13] extended the scheduling space to deep layer-
fused execution for single-core architectures and Stream [3]
extended this further towards multi-core execution. However,
none of these frameworks support transformer networks, lack-
ing support for transpose and softmax layers. Therefore, this
work fills this gap by creating an analytical cost estimation
framework which can both handle transformer networks as
well as multi-core layer-fused execution.

Section II first sketches the background on transformers and
Stream’s analytical cost estimation, followed by introducing
the core methodology of this paper: the requirements to
accurately model layer-fused execution of transformers.

Section III contains a validation of the extended framework
against real-world hardware to verify the correct functionality
of the modified framework.

Finally, Section IV uses the developed framework to per-
form explorations on efficiently mapping transformer networks
on various hardware architectures, in order to explore the
optimal schedule for transformer layers/attention heads and in-
vestigate whether layer fusion is beneficial to improve latency,
energy or memory requirements.
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II. BACKGROUND & METHODOLOGY

A. Background: Transformer Networks

Encoder-decoder transformer networks contain several at-
tention heads [1], illustrated in Fig. 1, in which scale dot-
product attention takes place:

An input matrix of size M × N is multiplied with three
different weight matrices WQ, WK and WV of size N ×N to
obtain three new matrices Q (query), K (key) and V (value),
respectively, all of size M×N . Based on these three matrices,
the attention output is calculated as:

Attention(Q,K, V ) = softmax

(
QKT

√
dk

)
V (1)

Here, dk is a constant and will therefore not be taken into
account in this work as in practice, this division can be done by
adjusting the weights from one of the three mentioned weight
matrices. This means that the attention block can be described
with 7 layers: 5 matrix-matrix multiplications, a transpose
layer, and a softmax layer. This softmax operation happens
row-wise. With input matrix QKT of size M ×M , the output
of the softmax layer will be defined as:

softmax(QKT
(i,j)) =

exp(QKT
(i,j))∑

j=1..M exp(QKT
(i,j))

(2)

In practice, transformer networks make use of multi-headed
self-attention, implying that every attention layer consists of
multiple previously-described heads in parallel.

Throughout this text, the left and right input matrices of a
matrix-matrix multiplication will be denoted by I1 and I2,
respectively, with O being the output matrix, with following
dimensions: I1(R×S), I2(S × T ), O(R× T ). Therefore, for
the computation of Q, K and V , R = M and S = T = N .
For the computation of QKT , R = T = M and S = N . For
the computation of QKT .V , R = S = M and T = N .

B. Background: Stream

The open-source framework Stream [3] is a hardware esti-
mation framework that evaluates the (energy, latency, memory
requirement) performance of executing a given neural network,
with a specific execution schedule on a specific hardware
architecture.

Stream works in 5 steps, illustrated in Fig. 2:
1) The framework splits the layers of the network into

fine-grained computation nodes. Without splitting, only
layer-by-layer execution would be possible. These form
the basis for the layer-fused scheduling of step 5.

2) An R-tree-based dependency generator derives for each
computation node on which computation node(s)’ output
of the previous layer(s) it depends. These dependencies
are needed to explore layer-fused scheduling [14], which
exploits the fact that the partial output data of a given
layer can already be used in the execution of a following
layer before the execution of the former layer is com-
pletely finished.
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Fig. 2: Illustration of Stream [3], with indicated in red the blocks
where adaptations have been made.

3) An analytical intra-core mapping where the mapping of
each computation node on each core of the hardware
architecture is optimized for latency and/or energy. The
spatial unrolling and temporal mapping of the node are
optimized [15]. With spatial unrolling, we mean the
physical parallelization over the PE array for improved
utilization within a clock cycle. With temporal mapping,
we mean the order and splitting of the for loops for better
reuse across clock cycles.

4) A genetic algorithm optimizes which layer should be
allocated to which core.

5) A scheduling algorithm decides in which order the
computation nodes should be executed to optimize over-
all latency or memory usage with a configurable cost
function. The framework iterates between steps 4 and 5
to find the optimal allocation and scheduling.



Fig. 3: Illustration of dependencies in different layer types.

C. Proposed Transformer Extensions for Stream

In order to support layer-fused processing of transformer
networks, the Stream framework is extended. To this end,
support is added for both transpose and softmax layers, which
are present in the attention heads of transformer networks.
Specifically, this required to modify Step 1 and Step 2 of the
framework.

To support the splitting of transpose and softmax layers into
smaller individually-schedulable computation nodes in Step 1,
we create computation nodes based on the top ’for loop’ of
the temporal mapping: one for each R if the top ’for loop’ is
’for R’ etc.

Also the computation node dependency generation of step
2 is modified to accurately model the dependencies between
the computation nodes of the newly-introduced layer types
in the attention heads, as illustrated in Fig. 3: For matrix-
matrix multiplication, output position (i, j) depends on the i-
th row of the left input matrix and the j-th column of the right
input matrix. For the transpose and softmax layers, additional
dependency modeling is required. For a transpose layer, for
each output location (i, j) a dependency has to be registered
towards input (j, i). For a softmax layer, each output location
(i, j) is dependent on all input positions of row i, due to the
summation in the denominator of the fraction. The exponent,
however, is an elementwise operation, which does not need
an additional dependency. The Stream framework is as such
extended to automatically extract the dependency implica-
tions these additional layer types have on the individually-
schedulable compute graph. This enables reuse of Stream’s
extensive scheduling and multicore performance modeling for
transformer scheduling and mapping optimizations. No further
modifications are needed for step 3, 4 and 5 as these make use
of (a graph of) computation nodes, not taking into account the
layer type.
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Fig. 4: Validation results of the framework with two different sized
CCT-like networks on GAP8.

III. VALIDATION

We validate the functional correctness and accuracy of the
enhanced modeling framework with the mapping of a CCT-
like transformer network [16] on the GAP8 hardware platform,
a commercial Parallel Ultra Low Power (PULP [17])-based
microcontroller developed by GreenWaves Technologies. The
CCT model aims at detecting seizures in epileptic patients
by analyzing electroencephalography, encapsulating the In-
tegrized SoftMax, Layer Normalization and GELU from I-
BERT [18] as well as the library of optimized Attention kernel
from [19]. For validation purposes, the model is deployed
with a sequence length of 81 and of 128, with for each
configuration 32 embedding channels and a projection space of
size 32. The network is quantized to 8 bit fixed-point precision,
with a linear re-quantization after every layer consisting of an
element-wise multiplication, addition, and shift. The memory
hierarchy of GAP8 has 4 levels, noted L3 to L0, and each
level can hold every operand type. GAP8 uses a DMA Engine
to pipeline data transfers between L1 and L2 through the AXI
crossbar, drastically reducing the latency per element for large
transfers. Each of the 8 cores makes use of 1 MAC. While the
L2 to L1 interface is 64-bit wide, configuration and package
size overhead virtually reduce the effective bandwidth to 51
bits per cycles.

Executing the whole MHSA on a GAP8 hardware prototype
@ 100MHz is measured to take 1.836 MCycles (seq. length
81), resp. 3.905 MCycles (seq. length 128), reaching an
average of 3.2 MAC/cycle. To validate the modified Stream
framework, we model the described hardware architecture in
Stream, as well as the mapped network execution schedules.
Stream suggests a layer-fused execution, just like the used
scheduling in the measurements. The modeling framework
estimates a latency of 1.692 MCycles (seq. length 81), resp.
3.540 MCycles (seq. length 128), as shown in Fig. 4, which is
a deviation of 8%, resp. 9% in comparison with the real-world
measurements, which is small enough to distinguish relevant
cost differences between various scheduling and hardware
architecture options.

IV. EXPLORATION WITH ANALYSIS

A. Introduction

For typical neural networks, layer-fused execution has been
shown to outperform layer-by-layer execution in terms of



(a) Optimized scheduling for layer-by-layer

(b) Optimized scheduling for layer-fused, with M < N

(c) Optimized scheduling for layer-fused, with M > N

Fig. 5: Scheduling and total active features memory usage across
time for memory-optimized layer-by-layer and layer-fused execution,
with best possible latency. For the layer-fused execution, we make
a distinction between M < N and M > N as this leads to
different optimal schedulings. For each scheduling, both M > N
as M = N as M < N are shown to illustrate why an optimal
scheduling for one input size is not necessarily the best one for
another scheduling. The dot at the end of the plots indicates that
the output of the attention head should remain active to consume as
the input of the next attention head. For a), the computations of V
and Q.KT can be swapped, this doesn’t change latency or maximal
memory requirement. For c), it is also an option to fuse Q, Q.KT

and Q.KT .V , instead of doing first Q completely and then only fuse
Q.KT and Q.KT .V .

latency and active feature memory [3] [14]. In this explo-
ration section, we will use Stream to investigate whether
these benefits are still true for attention heads in transformer
networks. Therefore, we will first explore the optimal layer-
by-layer schedule towards the lowest latency, resp. lowest
memory footprint. Next, results are compared to an optimized
schedule using layer-fused scheduling. The study will first be
conducted on a single core hardware architecture with a 64x64
array of processing elements, after which multi-core hardware
mappings are explored. Memory hierarchy will be optimized
to have optimal latency and memory footprint for the layer-by-

layer schedule. The scheduler is given full flexibility in terms
of allowed spatial and temporal unrolling.

To explore the impact of the attention head’s input matrix
size, we will perform all experiments with three possible
input tensor shapes of equal total size (same M.N ): square
(M = N ), deep rectangle (M > N , here M = 4N ) and flat
rectangle (M < N , here M = (1/4)N ). M and N are here
always assumed to be multiples of the PE array size (64). The
conclusions described below are exactly the same for each set
of M and N meeting these requirements.

B. Layer-by-layer Optimized Scheduling

1) Hardware and Mapping Exploration: The optimal
schedule spatially unrolls (parallel hardware mapping) the S
and T dimensions, while it moves the R dimension to the outer
temporal unrolling dimension. In this way, one row of the left
input matrix can be discarded and substituted by one row of
the output matrix reducing the algorithm’s memory footprint.
Therefore, we make use of two L1 memories. One for the
left input matrix and output matrix (bandwidth of 64 words
sufficient based on scheduling), and one for the right input
matrix with a multi-banked bandwidth of 4096 words. Each
PE also has a small register file for left inputs, right inputs
and outputs, respectively. Connections between these register
files are also placed to make it possible to consume outputs
of a given attention head layer immediately as input of a next
attention head layer. A small SIMD core is placed in parallel
with the 64x64 core to compute the output of the softmax
layer.

2) Memory Footprint Analysis: Fig. 5a visualizes the mem-
ory footprint of the memory-optimal scheduling result ob-
tained by the extended version of Stream for various input
shapes. Probing deeper, following analysis can be made. At the
beginning of the schedule, only the input matrix is active data.
The memory requirement is therefore M.N words. During the
computation of the Q and K matrix, new active features are
generated without being able to discard features as we still
need the input matrix to compute the V matrix. Therefore, the
total active memory requirement grows to 3M.N . Next, during
the computation of V , each iteration of the ’for R’ loop results
in a new row of V , such that a row of the input matrix with
the same size can be discarded. Therefore, the active feature
memory remains constant during the execution of this layer.

After consuming one row of the Q matrix, this row can
be discarded and substituted by a row of Q.KT . Note that
the K or KT matrix has to be stored completely until the
last input row of Q is consumed. The active feature memory
requirement at the end of the computation of the Q.KT matrix
is 2M.N +M2, which is a decrease in memory if M < N ,
a constant if M = N and an increase if M > N . After
the computation of Q.KT , the K matrix can be discarded.
Afterwards, each row of the Q.KT matrix is substituted by
a row of the output matrix. When the output matrix of the
attention head is computed, V can be thrown away and only
the M.N words from the output matrix remain to be used as
input of another attention head.



We can hence conclude that in the optimal layer-by-layer
schedule, the maximal total active features memory require-
ment ALBL equals:

• If M <= N : ALBL = 3M.N
• If M > N : ALBL = 2M.N +M2

C. Layer-fused Optimized Scheduling

In this section, we use the extended version of Stream to
find a layer-fused scheduling with the same optimal latency
and a lower total active features memory footprint compared
to the memory-optimal layer-by-layer schedule.

1) Optimization for M < N : Fig. 5b visualizes the optimal
execution schedule for the M < N scenario, together with
the corresponding memory footprint. As can be observed, the
optimized schedule fuses the computation of Q and Q.KT .
This means that the outputs of Q are immediately consumed
by the computation of Q.KT and are not stored in L1 memory.

The start of the memory usage is the same as in the
layer-by-layer case with an increase to 2M.N active feature
words. Afterwards, the fusion of Q and Q.KT takes place
which means that the total active features memory requirement
increases with the shape of Q.KT (and not Q) and becomes
therefore equal to 2M.N + M2, whereafter the KT matrix
can be discarded. Memory requirements during the next two
layer executions can be derived using the same methodology,
but do not become larger than 2M.N + M2. Therefore, the
maximal total active features memory requirement for layer-
fused execution ALF = 2M.N +M2.

We can now compare ALBL with ALF and define the
relative memory footprint gain α = ALF

ALBL
. For M < N ,

α =
2M.N +M2

3M.N
=

2N +M

3N
< 1 (3)

resulting in a layer-fused scheduling with the same latency
and better maximal active features memory requirement. For
example, with a 128x1024 input size, α ≈ 0.711, leading to a
29% memory requirement reduction. In the limit, we obtain

lim
M
N →0

2N +M

3N
=

2

3
(4)

which means we can reduce the total active features memory
requirement with 1/3 with constant latency.
The same schedule, however, does not benefit execution with
different input tensor sizes, as for M > N ,

α =
2M.N +M2

2M.N +M2
= 1 (5)

and for M = N ,

α =
2M.N +M2

3M.N
=

3M2

3M2
= 1 (6)

Yet, other optimizations allows to execute such attention heads
more efficiently, as discussed in the next paragraph.

Fig. 6: Relative memory footprint gain α = ALF
ALBL

in function of M
N

.

2) Optimization for M > N : The schedule of Fig. 5c is
found when minimizing the feature memory requirement for
attention heads with M > N . The memory graph now only
contains one line as memory requirements are the same for
all three input cases (M > N , M = N and M < N ). First,
K, V and Q are computed in a layer-by-layer schedule. At
this point, the memory requirement is 3M.N , similar to the
layer-by-layer case. Afterwards, the computations of Q.KT

and Q.KT .V are fused, together with the softmax operation
in the SIMD core. This means that features from Q.KT are
not stored in local memory and one row of the Q matrix
is substituted by one row of the Q.KT .V matrix, with the
same size. The maximal active features memory requirement,
therefore, remains constant with ALF = 3M.N words.

If we now again compute the relative memory footprint gain
α = ALF

ALBL
for M > N ,

α =
3M.N

2M.N +M2
=

3N

2N +M
< 1 (7)

resulting in a more memory efficient layer-fused scheduling.
For example, with a 1024x128 input size, α = 0.3, leading to
a 70% memory requirement reduction. In the limit, we obtain

lim
M
N →∞

3N

2N +M
≈ 3N

M
(8)

which means the total active features memory requirement can
be reduced to a third of M

N . For M <= N ,

α =
3M.N

3M.N
= 1 (9)

indicating that this schedule is not beneficial over layer-by-
layer scheduling for those input tensor sizes.

3) Take-away Message and State-of-the-Art Comparison:
The relative memory footprint gain α between the layer-fused
memory footprint and the layer-by-layer memory footprint is
2N+M

3N for M < N and 3N
2N+M for M > N . The value of α

in function of M
N is plotted in Fig. 6. Important to note also

is that a reduction in required feature memory size will also
result in a potential reduction of the total energy consumption,
as a smaller memory reduces the read/write energy cost.

The optimal execution schedule differs for both cases, with
a different set of layers that have to be fused. In both cases,



the data of the largest matrix were immediately consumed as
inputs of the next layer, with smaller output dimensions. For
M < N , the Q.KT matrix is smaller than the Q matrix.
For M > N , the Q.KT .V matrix is smaller than the Q.KT

matrix. This is also the reason why layer-fused execution
doesn’t reduce the memory requirements for the case where
M = N as all the output matrices of the 5 matrix-matrix
multiplication layers have the same size. For multi-headed
attention blocks on multi-core architectures, the gain is exactly
the same as the one in Fig. 6 because each core executes
another attention head in parallel, as no inputs or weights are
typically shared among heads. Table I compares this work
to previous state-of-the-art modelling frameworks, where our
extensions of [3] enable transformer exploration using layer
fusion on multi-accelerator architectures.

[10] [11] [13] [12] [3] This work
Layer fusion × × ✓ × ✓ ✓

Multi-accelerator × × × ✓ ✓ ✓
Transformer support × × × × × ✓

TABLE I: Comparison with state-of-the-art modelling frameworks.

V. CONCLUSION

Transformer networks contain new layer types such as
matrix-matrix multiplications with two feature matrices, trans-
pose layers and softmax layers leading to new hardware ac-
celeration challenges and scheduling opportunities. To explore
these methodologically, this work extends Stream, a state-
of-the-art multi-accelerator mapping optimization framework,
with these layer types and new execution schedules. After
validation, a scheduling exploration is performed from which
we conclude that, depending on the size of the input matrix of
the transformer’s attention head, layer fusion can outperform
layer-by-layer scheduling with a drastically reduced feature
memory footprint, without latency penalty. For flat and wide
input matrices (M << N ), memory footprint can be reduced
up to a third of the original size, while for deep and shallow
input matrices (M >> N ), benefits can get to a third of
M
N . This memory reduction technique can aditionally lead to
an energy reduction as smaller memories reduce the memory
access energy. Both input dimension cases are characterized by
a different optimal layer-fused schedule, found by the extended
Stream framework. The framework, including extensions, is
open-sourced at github.com/kuleuven-micas/stream.
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